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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the power of architecture to raise the standards of dwelling in a region where housing conditions, economic stability, and environmental consciousness
is considerably lower than the rest of the United States. Historically, many towns and
cities in Central Appalachia were developed by coal companies as ‘coal towns’. Considering the diversity of workers in these communities, the coal industry is largely the
platform for the cultural identity of Central Appalachia. As a result of coal depletion in
the US, and increased regulations of pollution by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), coal companies across the region are closing mining sites and firing plants,
leaving behind a trail of scarred landscapes and a fractured workforce. The failure of
this mono-economy has caused the quality of living in Central Appalachia to plummet
further.
This Thesis focuses on the current regional typology of manufactured houses and the
use of prefabricated systems in building construction. Due to the social economic state,
substandard living conditions have plagued Central Appalachia, but as a solution the
industrial process of manufactured housing has provided basic affordable housing. The
popularity of these manufactured houses in Central Appalachia has created a new vernacular. Unfortunately, the legacy of the traditional home in Appalachia is lost as housing has become less site-specific, less hand-crafted and more standardized equivalents
to the purchase of an automobile. The stigma of these housing types is that the more
expensive manufactured houses are adorned with a local vernacular of peaked roofs,
dormers, and porches as an applique, but low-cost housing that supports a majority of
the population is indistinguishable from manufactured houses throughout the United
States. This thesis challenges the stigma of manufactured housing and attempts to
reintroduce the legacy of housing in Appalachia.
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PART I _Framing
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Figure 1_End of Shift | http://potd.pdnonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/1971.jpg

Impact of Coal in Appalachia
Nowhere is the debate over inexpensive energy more contentious than in the coalfields of
Appalachia, where mining companies are destroying some of America’s oldest mountains for
the coal with in. Research has shown that almost half of the electricity produced in the United
States comes from coal-burning plants. [1] A third of that coal is mined from the mountains of
Appalachia. [2] While the coal industry in Appalachia supplies electricity to much of the nation,
many of the environmental and social effects of this process are largely limited to its place of
origin: The Appalachian region of West Virginia, where coal mining has scarred the landscape
and undermined communities.
The US industrial expansion during the 1880s transformed the region owing to the increasing
demand for coal in support of an expanding industrial United States, attracting speculative
capital from the North Eastern United States and abroad. While state officials in Appalachia were
actively recruiting foreign capital they relied on an equally foreign labor force of newly-arriving
immigrants to extract the coal. Land ownership of the region was concentrated in the hands
of a few distant corporations; multi-generational farming families in Appalachia dissipated by
1920s (FN). The company town replaced the family farm as the center of Appalachian life.
Bituminous coal, which is softer and easier to ignite than Anthracite coal, is found southward
through West Virginia, Eastern Kentucky, Southwestern Virginia, and Eastern Tennessee into
Alabama. The roots of the story of Appalachia as a rich and resourceful land, inhabited by a
poor populace, is rooted in the bituminous coal industry. As Mountaineers™ became miners,
their well-being depended on the increasing fluctuations of coal prices, changes in mining
technology, and the increasingly tenuous legacy of homesteads and multi-generational housing.
Owing to World War II, employment, along with union organization, in the coal industry reached
its peak between 1941-1945 (FN).The National Labor Relations Act provided workers with
the right to organize which resulted in improved wages and safer workplaces. In 1944 miners
worked nearly 1 billion hours to produce 685 million tons of coal. Not until 1979 would coal
production surpass that level; but the 7 million tons of coal produced required only 1/3 of
the 1944 work force. Employment figures for coal miners steadily dipped as coal production
shifted from underground mining towards more efficient strip mining operations. Previously,
the majority of coal was produced by miners working underground in blasted- and carved-out
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Figure 2_Mountain Top Removal | http://wagingnonviolence.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/treesit.jpg

tunnels of coal seams. Of late, surface, or strip mining, has been replaced by the even more
efficient technique of mountain top removal, in which heavy machinery cuts away the top 500
feet of a mountain to expose seams of coal. In the interim increase of coal production owing
to the OPEC embargo, heavy machinery of mountain top removal has largely replaced an even
greater number of miners in Appalachia.
Mountaintop removal has been devastating to both natural and human-made Appalachian
environments. Owing to recent changes in national and state environmental regulations, once
a strip mining operation is complete the extractors will replace the top soil in an attempt to
re-vegetate the site, but the large scale deforestation and water pollution during the extraction
process often renders regeneration marginal(FN). The EPA estimates that by 2012, mountaintop
removal operations had destroyed over 1.4 million acres of forests and polluted over 1,200
miles of water streams in Appalachia. [4] Contaminated water feeds into tributaries supplying
drinking water to nearby communities, while local flooding increases in the communities near
to the deforested land.
In recent years many mining operations and power plants in Central Appalachia have been
phased out for various reasons, in part owing to cheaper coal production in the Western United
States. It is also believed that coal mining in West Virginia has already passed its peak as the
easy-to-mine seams grow fewer. Moreover, a surplus of cheap natural gas from shale deposits
in Texas, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and elsewhere has done further damage to the status of coal as a
source of electricity production. Under the Obama administration, the EPA is enforcing existing
standards for limiting air pollutants, forcing coal burning plant operators to comply by installing
costly new emissions controls.
As the legacy of the coal industry’s dominance in Central Appalachia ends, the environmental,
economic, and cultural effects remain. Many of the original company towns in Appalachia have
grown into incorporated towns, yet their survival is threatened by the decline of the same industry
that first supported them. Counties across Appalachia have witnessed massive population loss
as the number of coal mining-related jobs decline. Along with these declines, the legacy of
multi-generational housing in Appalachia dissipates.
3

Economic Impact of Coal in Central Appalachia
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Figure 4_Coal Town Housing | http://www.wvgenweb.org/wvcoal

The Legacy of Housing in Central Appalachia
During the last half century outside corporations dominated housing in Central Appalachia.
Manufactured housing was introduced in the sub-region largely during the 1970s to accommodate the growing number of re-located workers. In time, a short-term solution has become a
long-term problem as manufactured housing has become a normative standard of living in the
region, replacing site-built multi-generational dwellings, and absent the mark of local hands
and crafts. Hence, it can now be argued that manufactured housing has become a de facto regional norm, this shift is key to this thesis. Like the miners of earlier generations who migrated
to Appalachia to work the fields of out-of-state companies, housing manufactured by out-ofstate companies has become a familiar part of the West Virginia landscape. Understanding
the legacy of these cultural, economic, and environmental conditions in Central Appalachia
is fundamental to addressing the future of dwelling in this storied region. It seems clear that
manufactured housing will continue to play an important role in this future. In this thesis I consider the nature of that role, and how it may be adapted into a hybrid response to the several and
varied factors particular to this region.
The regional society that existed during the pre-industrial era was not unlike other rural farming
societies in America that were close to their origins, and dominated by the inter-relation of land,
family, and work. Appalachia was a region of small, scattered communities or settlements concentrated in the valleys and hollows of the region. These settlements were loosely connected
through transportation and communications systems. Farmsteads were relatively self-sufficient
socially and economically, as one avoided difficult passage across the mountains separating
communities. Although separated by topography, these communities shared a sense of identity
and values, along with a deep appreciation of the place in which they lived.
To better situate recent trends in a larger context, immediately preceding the industrialization
of Appalachia, the average family-owned subsistent farm averaged almost two hundred acres;
most of the acreage was wooded, and a small amount cultivated for crops. Most Appalachian
farmers relied on family labor to build their homesteads, cultivate orchards, graze hogs, and
grow large kitchen gardens. The family was the center of preindustrial life, and was a working
and consuming unit that functioned smoothly through the cooperation and interdependence of
each member. These Appalachian Mountaineers™ became an admirable people who developed a rich culture of independence and survival.
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Figure 5_Appalachia Homestead 1 | http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu/
browse.php

Figure 6_Appalachia Homestead 2 | https://www.flickr.com/photos/
homefromthewilderness

The homestead was built around the house and the supporting outbuildings. Many of the immigrant settlers, which included many Germans and Scotch-Irish, brought a craft and skill for
constructing log cabins with them. The home was strategically built over or near a spring to
take advantage of the water’s cooling. Foundations were built using stone rather than wood to
absorb the coolness of the water and prevent rot. Hewn logs were stacked and held together
using a system of corner notching. The supporting buildings often included a chicken house,
a food storage cellar, smokehouses, and a barn. The barn was often the largest building on
the homestead with two stories for housing animals and storing corn and hay. Many of these
buildings were constructed using local timber including chestnut, oak, poplar, and spruce. The
Appalachian homestead became a legacy in Appalachia, and over time made a symbol of Appalachian folk life.
When coal mining began in the Appalachian region coal companies were in search of a cheap
source of labor. As local farmers were not interested in this brutal work and unfamiliar type of
labor, coal companies recruited labor outside Appalachia. Housing was sparse in these rural
areas, and existing towns were unable to absorb a large increase of families migrating to the region. Therefore, coal companies built camps to house the workers, and boost their recruitment
efforts. The amenities of these company towns were alluring for many recruited immigrants
as well as some hillside farmers, whose existence was meager and difficult. Company towns
could provide higher wages, company store goods, housing, and the excitement of the mining
camps to those who were willing to endure the ruthless work of coal mining. If these ordinary
means of recruiting workers were insufficient for their needs, companies forced many mountain
farmers off of their land by destroying any fertile land and water supplies. While an average of
two dollars a day was considered a “good situation” for many workers, an important change
had occurred for the former agricultural workers. They were transformed from an independent
farmer to an industrial wage worker and were now totally dependent on the coal company they
worked for.
Throughout the region coal towns were accompanying any coal mine that was opened. Sights
of coal production, including processing plants, railways, and rows of coke ovens, dominated
the scene. At this time the railroad was the most efficient means of transporting people and
coal out of these isolated communities, and many times houses were built on both sides of the
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Figure 7_Model Coal Company House
Elevation | http://en.wikipedia.org/

Figure 8_Model Coal
Company House Floorplan |
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Figure 9_Coal Company Housing | https://
southernspaces.org

tracks. There was a clear hierarchy of architecture in each town that separated management
from labor. Workers found themselves segregated and in housing that was identical in style and
materials since construction was carried out as cheaply as possible. Most coal towns provided
an elementary school, company store, and church that were many times segregated as well.
The dependency of the coal company often left workers who were fired, laid-off, or disabled
without a home. When miners died in mine accidents, families were swiftly evicted and lost all
credit at the company store if they were unable to replace their deceased relative in the mines.
The company store dominated the coal camp by linking the miner and family to the operator
by strong bonds of debts and obligations. Previous farmers found it difficult to farm on any of
the land in the company town forcing them to substitute the food and goods available at the
company store for the produce they were accustomed to growing themselves.
Even areas where towns predated the mines became dominated by mining companies and
the workers. Towns would become entwined with the miners as layoffs, disasters, and strikes
affected them all. Those who suffered or struggled developed a strong sense of commonality
and in these small communities friend and family ties became a strong and reliable source of
support. Mining families would use family relationships to move to more prosperous places as
mining jobs would begin to diminish.
After World War II other forces dispersed coal miners, their families, and their communities.
The introduction of mechanization in the mines created less of a need for so many laborers and
providing housing and community services to recruit workers became unnecessary. Companies found the housing to be expensive to maintain, and began selling the homes to individual
miners, shifting the responsibility for taxes and repairs. As roads were being constructed and
miners were buying automobiles the need for living so close to the mines was becoming less
desirable. Workers began fleeing to nearby towns or buying land in neighboring rural areas
reducing the population of coal camps by half by the 1950s. Coal camps were now shifting
from a thriving community to a languishing miner’s retirement community.
During the 1970s, a coal boom in Central Appalachia caused an increase populations and
demand for housing. A newly innovative technology of manufactured housing created a quick
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Figure 10_Mobile Home Park | http://ocjusticeunited.org/new-campaigns-in-2015-strengthening-mobile-home-parks-in-orange-county/

and affordable solution for miners and these homes began to spring up throughout the region.
In 1980 nearly 74 percent of coal miners owned their own homes, but nearly 24 percent lived
in manufactured housing compared to 5 percent of the general population. Miners who were
older and relatively well paid lived in town or built comfortable homes while the younger and
lower income populace achieved homeownership through a purchase of a manufactured house.
Since the 1970s introduction of manufactured housing, homeownership in Central Appalachia
has risen due to their affordability. This also caused a rise in the quality of housing stock in
Central Appalachia. Once a region known for high rates of units with incomplete plumbing, the
dramatic disparities of the 1960s diminished across the region as this new housing typology
became affordable. Housing quality continues to be a problem for those in Central Appalachia. Ideally, all housing should contain complete plumbing, a safe source of heating, meet
other quality standards, and be of an adequate size. Although newer manufactured housing is
a satisfactory form of housing, older units are associated with a number of housing problems
including vulnerability to storms, fire, safety issues, and energy inefficiencies.
In the 2010 Census homeownership rates in Central Appalachia was reported at 76.2 percent,
as compared to a national average of 66.6 percent. For a nation that prizes homeownership,
these high rates could suggest that Appalachians are closer to achieving the “American Dream”
than other citizens. These rates actually reflect a reliance on manufactured housing as a source
of affordable housing. Approximately one quarter of the housing units within Central Appalachia comprise of mobile home units. Mobile homes are not preferred over more traditional,
single-family housing, but offer first-time, homeowners an affordable way to enter the housing
market with easier financing options. Largely the rate of homeownership has become higher
in economically distressed areas owing to the availability of more affordable housing, lack of
residential mobility, and high proportion of elderly residents. This relationship between homeownership and distress is a problem unique to the region.
Central Appalachia presents a unique context in which to assess the continued viability of these
housing units as well as the perceptions of manufactured housing. Given the increasing reliance on manufactured housing as a source of housing, this thesis addresses the role of massproduced housing to increase affordable and desirable housing in this region.
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LEGACY of CENTRAL APPALACHIA

History
of Coal
and Dwelling
in Central
Appalachia
HISTORY
of COAL
INDUSTRY
and DWELLING

John Peter Salley, on an expedition discovered coal on the Coal River near
Racine, WV.

1742
1800

David Ruffner experimented with coal as
a substitute for wood in the manufacture
of salt. He opened a coal mine in
Kanawha County, West Virginia and declared coal superior to using wood.

1817
1850

The United Mine Workers of America is
formed in Columbus, Ohio.

1890
1900

Peak employment of bituminous coal miners
nationwide reaches 704,793 workers.

Before the industrial revolution effected
Central Appalachia, self suffuicient
farming families populated the area,
living in multi-generational homesteads
that included multiple out buildings.

Many farming families were forced off
their land and became dependents
living in coal towns that populated the
region. Housing was provided for both
local and foreign workers migrating to
coal towns.

1920

1925
The growth of mechanization that came
after WWII replaced millions of mine
workers.

Many Europeans migrated to the region
bringing with them traditions of building
log cabins.

The 1925 U.S. Coal Commission
reported that many mine workers living
in coal camps were living in substandard livining conditions comparative to
others in the nation.

1950

1960
Central Appalachia coal production peaks at 7
million tons.

1970

The Surface Mine Control and Reclamation
Act is passed.

1977

1978

New developments of manufactured
housing, including the mobile home,
are introduced to the region.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) establishes a national
building code for manufactured housing.

The Clean Coal Technology Act is passed.

1986
2000
Coal’s share of total U.S. electricity generation
drops to 34 percent.

According to the 2000 census, 1/4 of all
homes in central Appalachia are mobile
homes with a median value of $32,000.

2012

Figure 11_History of Coal and Dwelling in Central Appalachia | Author
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Figure 12_Company House Front Porch | http://kdl.kyvl.org/catalog

Figure 13_Company House Living room | http://
thehomesteadsurvival.com

House vs. “Home”
Joseph Rykwert states “a home is where one starts from. That much is obvious. A home is
not the same as a house, which is why we need two different words.” His statement is pivotal
in understanding the current state of housing in Appalachia. Few who live in manufactured
housing would call it home. While many times the two terms are used interchangeably we
subconsciously consider a home to be more emotional. It is important in creating a legacy
of housing in Central Appalachia to understand the cultural and social issues of people’s
relationship to their house and creating a home.
For many coal operators, company housing was viewed as another aspect of their business, but
miners and their families desired these to be a place to call home. To many of these families,
both foreign and native, “home” implied several characteristics: permanence of residency,
comfort; freedom from overcrowding; ventilation; cleanliness, and order. In a housing survey
for the National Park Service, one source stated
“The home is the place of peace, of shelter, not only from injury, but from all terror,
doubt and division. In so far as it is not this, it is not a home; so far as the anxieties
of the outer life penetrate into it, and the inconsistently minded, unloved, or hostile
society of the outer world is allowed by either husband or wife to cross the threshold,
it ceases to be a home.”
The home was thus intended to be a haven for the family, a place of retreat from the outside world.
Unfortunately, coal-company houses fell far short of these idealized descriptions. Physically it
tended to be uncomfortable, crowded, stuffy and poorly lit. Coal dust covered everything, and
heaps of coal waste disfigured the landscape. More important, town and workplace were so
interconnected that “the anxieties of the outer life” actually became an inherent part of life in a
company house.
After World War II as the coal industry went through a general decline due to overproduction
and alternative fuels, many coal companies filed bankruptcy or consolidated hundreds of
independent coal companies. This reorganization often included selling company houses.
Some coal towns experienced mass outmigration. In others, miners maintained their loyalty to
the landscape and their homes, despite the town’s location and condition. This communicated
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Figure 14_Mobile Home Front Porch | http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-2134196

Figure 15_Mobile Home Living Room | http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-2134196

a cultural phenomenon of how intangible connections to the landscape were more influential in
encouraging individuals to reside there than the physical support it could provide. Therefore,
miners were more likely to buy the houses they had lived in for many years and remain in a
nonproductive environment than they were to move to a strange place with better economic
opportunities.
To immigrants who remained in the region, home ownership symbolized achievement and a
sense of being finally settled. Even now, home ownership can be seen as an indicator of
economic well-being, social mobility, and status. With the number of miners, who bought
their houses from coal companies when the opportunity presented itself indicates that home
ownership and the independence it promised rated extremely high as a goal for immigrant
families. More important was the sense of place and belonging to a community that home
ownership offered. Drawn together by their common experience, many mining families
developed a strong sense of communal identity, and an attachment to the landscape that belied
the deficiencies in their environment. It was the sense of fellowship that emerged from the coal
towns as a primary reason why many ex-miners remained in place.
Unfortunately, housing manufacturers have generally neglected the fundamental idea that
housing should be capable of becoming a “home.” These companies achieve the bare minimum
of creating this environment by placing relics borrowed from distant stylistic precedents that
symbolize a home. Also, manufactured housing typically lacks any connection, both physically
and culturally, to its site which creates a feeling of impermanence for residents. The lower
quality of construction and materials for this housing has also created issues of durability
and safety for residents. The goal for manufactured housing seems to strictly be to provide
homeownership for all, but putting that aside, it is important that a home is not just a financial
investment or a symbol of independence from landlords.
The house is a physical unit that defines and delimits space for the members of a household. It
provides shelter and protection for domestic activities. A home is created through the emotional
and physical connections that families make with a house. It represents status, safety, and
security. In this way, home reflects the well-being of residents. Developing a housing option
that can provide families with a sense of permanence and comfort is a focus of this thesis.
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PART II _Supporting
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Figure 16_Panelized Home Construction | http://rsihomes.com/blog

Figure 17_Completed Panelized Home | http://rsihomes.com/blog

Methodology of Prefabricated Housing
For this thesis to adequately address the role of prefabrication in the housing industry, it is
essential to understand the culture and methodology of prefabrication in the United States.
In architectural discourse and practice, the term ‘pre-fabrication’ carries broad and often
conflicting meanings. Hence, it is important to distinguish between scope and methods. In
Off-Site Fabrication, Alistair Gibb explains :
“Off-site fabrication in its broadest sense encompasses many contemporary
construction techniques, with perhaps the simplest prefabricated component in
use throughout most of the world being the building brick or block. At the other end
of the spectrum, whole buildings are prefabricated and pre-assembled remote from
their final destination and installed in place with only the minimum of on-site work
needed before they are fit for use.”1
Gibb purposely uses the term ‘off-site fabrication’ for clarification because the term
‘prefabrication’ has become increasingly ambiguous. Even ‘off-site fabrication’ remains
broad, including: pre-assembly, standardization, modularization, and the more recent idea of
mass customization. Gibb classifies the methods of off-site fabrication as “non-volumetric,”
“volumetric,” and “modular;” yet, a project may engage more than one category depending on
a project’s goals and conditions.2
Non-volumetric
Non-volumetric off-site fabrication includes the production of parts or component pieces that
will later be assembled on-site. The standardization of construction components has increased
to the point that most, if not all, construction products are currently produced off-site and
delivered to the site for assembly. Even the smallest screw can be considered a prefabricated
component.1 By exploiting this perspective and Gibb’s categories of non-volumetric, greater
benefits may be derived. For example, by creating larger portions of pre-assembled components
off-site, assembly time on-site can be reduced. Non-volumetric off-site fabrication can include
kit-of-parts systems, framing pieces, and panel systems. It can also include cladding, internal
partitions, and building services like ductwork or pipe-work.2 Non-volumetric prefabrication
encompasses the parts or assemblies that “do not enclose habitable space.”3
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Figure 18_ Volumetric Home Site Assembly | http://www.jetsongreen.
com/2013/11/prefab-houses-and-modern-modular

Figure 19_ Completed Volumetric Home | http://www.jetsongreen.
com/2013/11/prefab-houses-and-modern-modular

Volumetric
For Gibb, Volumetric elements do not complete the building. Modules arrive substantially
complete requiring only small amount of on-site work. These volumes might fit into a framework
that holds unique modules as well as independent and standardized components, which, once
inserted and assembled, complete the building.
Kieran and Timberlake also employed this technique in the Loblolly House. The KTA assemblies
are termed “blocks,” which combined kitchen, bathroom and mechanical facilities into
prefabricated units that are inserted with the use of a crane.4 The blocks require specialized
fabrication that is best accomplished off-site, and generic finishing is completed on-site.
At a larger urban scale, SHoP Architects have employed this same technique in the construction
of New York’s first modularly constructed high-rise. The project would be the first residential
component of a mega-development called Atlantic Yards in Brooklyn. Workers assemble
every component of the modules inside a steel-framed cube that can be hoisted and bolted in
place. At peak capacity, the factory produces one story’s worth of modules a week which could
potentially cut costs by 20%.

Modular
Gibb’s final category is modular off-site fabrication. These prefabricated volumes form the
complete building, leaving minimal on-site work. Manufactured homes fall into this category.
Repetitious designs are assembled in mass quantities, creating an efficient process based on
economies of scale. These housing modules are turnkey, ready-to-use upon delivery, requiring
only connection to the appropriate utilities.
Classifying off-site fabrication into categories acknowledges the vast range of scales in which
off-site fabrication occurs and for which the term prefabrication can apply. In Prefab Prototypes:
Site-Specific Design for Offsite Construction, Mark Anderson develops categories related to
building assembly systems and methods of construction. These categories are panelized 2x4,
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Figure 20_ Modular Home Site Assembly| http://modularhomesva.
com/modular-home-gallery/

Figure 21_Completed Modular Home | http://modularhomesva.com/
modular-home-gallery/

CNC timber framing, concrete systems, steel framing, sandwich panels, and modular systems.
Determining clear project goals helps to identify what level of off-site fabrication is appropriate
and what combinations of methods and materials should be considered.
When evaluating these methods, cost and customization can be used to access the viability
of these manufacturing methods in housing design. The non-volumetric category is the
most flexible and customizable method, but does not utilize the factory as much as the other
categories, requiring more on site construction time, increasing cost. The modular system
is less flexible owing to issues of size and weight, but requires virtually no on-site work,
making this practice the most cost-effective option. Volumetric falls between the two providing
extensive customizable options and flexibility while still benefiting from efficiency and costeffective strategies of manufacturing.
There are a multitude of potential benefits to be realized by exploiting these various techniques.
This thesis uses a combination of volumetric and non-volumetric elements to explore the
possibility of mass customization for housing in Central Appalachia.
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Figure 22_Sears Catelog Home | http://www.searshomes.org

History of Prefabricated Housing

Figure 23_ James McBean Residence | http://www.dwell.com/rewind/
article/look-frank-lloyd-wrights-little-known-prefabs#5

Residential design has a long history of utilizing off-site fabrication techniques. Understanding
this history of prefabricated housing demonstrates architects have long been interested in
creating affordable housing for the masses. While the demand for affordable housing is specific
to Central Appalachia it is not unique, and the experiences of architects who explored this issue
using prefabricated techniques provides a platform of research for this thesis to build upon.
While prefabricated construction can be traced back as far as fifteenth century it is largely a
product of 20th-century industrialization. In 1908, Henry Ford developed the assembly line to
mass-produce the Model T as an affordable, quality product. Industries around the world and
across a wide spectrum soon embraced this process, including the housing industry.Companies
such as Sears Roebuck & Co. and Aladdin Readi-Cut Homes began selling prefabricated homes
that arrived in kits and were assembled on site. From 1908 to 1940, Sears sold over 100,000
affordable “kit” homes from their mass-distributed catalogues.1
In 1932 Howard T. Fisher’s General Houses Corporation brought the reality of assembly line
production of houses to the U.S. It wasn’t until the mid-century that mobile homes hit the
mainstream when steel manufacturers and developers began mass marketing these products.
Fisher’s company acted as an assembler of parts which were ordered to its own specifications
that were produced by building-component suppliers such as General Electric, the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company, and Pullman Car and Manufacturing. Seen as the General Motors of
the building industry, General Houses produced affordable houses ranging from $3,000 to
$4,500 dollars. Other companies like Clayton Homes, Butler Steel Products, and Lustron
Corporation, strived to be competitive in the manufactured housing market, which was split
into two classifications—the truly ‘mobile’ home, or recreational vehicle, and the trailer, or
manufactured home, used as a place of permanent residence.
Among the few first-generation modern architects promoting prefabrication in building
construction included Frank Lloyd Wright. In 1901 Wright delivered a speech to the Chicago
Arts and Crafts Society, titled “The Art and Craft of the Machine,” where he discussed building
affordable housing by letting machines free humans for more high-level design. Throughout
his career Wright often revisited the concept of the affordable home. His Usonian homes, which
were built starting in the late 1930s, represent a more ambitious attempt at a design system that
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Figure 24_ Weissenhof Siedlung Werkbund, Stuttgart -19 | http://www.
harvardartmuseums.org/art/50088

Figure 25_Universal Joint |
http://www.google.com/patents/

could be replicated, with concrete slabs embedded with piping for radiant heating and carports
instead of garages. Writing in Architectural Forum in 1938, Wright identified the challenge of
building “the house of moderate cost” as “not only America’s major architectural problem, but
the problem most difficult to her major architects. I would rather solve it with satisfaction to
myself than anything I can think of.” These projects would lead Wright to design the Erdman
homes, a series of three prefabricated structures that he designed for Marshall Erdman, a builder
who had collaborated with Wright on the Unitarian Meeting House in Madison, Wisconsin. Each
“set” would come with all the major pieces needed to assemble a home; the buyer would
have to provide the foundation, wiring, and plumbing, and even submit a topographic map for
Wright’s approval.
The approach Wright took in creating an efficient construction process offered customization
options to his working class clients. With a customized plan for each client, Wright developed a
planning strategy that would not only reinforce his aesthetic agenda but create a more efficient
design and construction process. Since Wright was using standardized components, it followed
that he would design based on those modular dimensions. Wright’s dimensional grid system
worked both horizontally and vertically and this 2’ by 4’ module streamlined the design and
construction process
Walter Gropius also demonstrated an interest in machine efficiency and production early in his
career. In 1931 he designed and built a prefabricated copper house in which wall panels were
factory assembled and erected at the construction site. Giedion explains this fundamental idea,
“[That] by using standardized building elements the plan was able to be expanded or contracted
to fit client needs.”3 Gropius was so interested in these ideas that he and Konrad Wachsmann
created a system of standardized panel frames for the General Panel Corporation in the 1940s.4
Similar to Wright’s Usonian ideology, Gropius was concerned with cost as demonstrated by
his own words, “The idea of industrializing house construction can be realized by repetition of
the same component parts in every building project. By this means the mass production can
be made both profitable for the manufacturer and cheap for the customer.”5 This investigation
by Gropius and Wachsman led to the development of a universal joint that allowed individual
component pieces to fit together into numerous configurations, enabling the volumetric modes
of off-site fabrication to be more easily customized.
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Figure 26_Dymaxion House | http://www.archdaily.com/401528

Figure 27_Bathroom Module | http://www.
archdaily.com/401528

R. Buckminster Fuller’s also promoted the efficiencies of prefabrication with his Dymaxion
House, one of the few surviving examples of which stands in the Henry Ford Museum in
Dearborn, Michigan.While this kit-of-parts house embodied social,political, environmental,
and economic ideals, its construction technique was based on the principles of prefabrication.
The Dymaxion parts were prefabricated alongside those for airplanes at Beech Aircraft in 1945.
A large cylinder contained all of the construction pieces necessary to build the house as Robert
Marks explains in The Dymaxion World of Buckminster Fuller:

“It was a fundamental responsibility of the design, as Fuller conceived it, to have all
the parts compact to minimum cubage. Most parts were designed to nest together.
No single part of the structure weighed more than 10 pounds. Any single part could
be handled by one man with one hand, leaving his other hand free to fasten the part
in its place; consequently it was never necessary for any workman to require the
services of a helper.1 The entire structure weighed 6,000 pounds.2
Twentieth century architects were not only promoting mass production in the building industry
to promote efficiencies of cost and time, but they were also connecting their efforts to larger
social agendas. As soldiers were returning home from war in Asia and Europe in 1945, new
houses were needed quickly on a scale heretofore unprecedented. The economy was growing
along with a corresponding housing boom. Builders aimed to profit from these conditions, but
none perhaps as best as William Levitt, creator of Levittown in Long Island. The construction
of Levittown started in 1947 and ended with a total of 17,447 four-room Cape Cod homes. At
its peak, the construction teams were producing 150 homes per week. These homes were not
prefabricated, instead Levitt carefully orchestrated the movement of workers, like that of an
assembly line, as described in Expanding the American Dream:
Where at General Motors the car would move from worker to worker, on the
construction site it was the worker who moved. Workers moved in teams from unit
to unit, completing just one stage of the construction before moving on to repeat
that stage at the next site.1
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Figure 28_Levittown Home | http://www.urbansplatter.
com/trends-american-architecture/

Figure 29_Levittown | http://www.urbansplatter.com/trends-american-architecture/

Levittown stands as a post-war paradigm of the efficient use of standardized components
that were increasingly available as other Levittowns were developed across the country. Levitt
houses were planned on a four foot module, based on the 4’ x 8’ sheetrock panel. It remains
the prototype for other tract housing developments across the nation in which multiple nearidentical homes are built on a tract of land and then subdivided.
In today’s home construction market, many of these principles developed over the last century
remain relevant. Similar to industrial production, house construction has moved from a focus
on mass production to mass customization,3 described by scholars as being:
Driven by complex social, political, geographic and technological factors, the
past decade has seen dramatic changes in the global market environments.
Manufacturing companies have been under pressure to meet conflicting goals of
efficiency and consumer choice. On one hand customers demand that orders are
met faster and at lower cost. On the other, they are demanding highly customized
products with a wide variety of options. This has led a growing number of economists
and scholars to declare that the paradigm of mass production is no longer able to
satisfy such demands. As a result new paradigms of agility, responsiveness and
mass customization have emerged.1
Many of the developments made during the 20th century promoted a mass customizable system.
While Wright’s Usonian homes were not produced in mass quantities, the strategies of working
within a 3 dimensional grid would provide a system of customizable modular components.
Similarly, the universal joint developed by Gropius and Wachsmann reduces the number of joint
components, enabling more diversity in panel customization. Mass customization is the new
driver for the 21st century.
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Figure 30_Usonian House Prefab # 2 | http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_Erdman

Dwelling & Prefabrication

Figure 31_Usonian House Interior | http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_Erdman

This thesis explores how manufactured housing can create an environment where one may
dwell. The meaning of “dwelling” is the point at issue when we consider prefabrication. As
Gilbert Herbert notes, when we build a home—the function of which is to conserve, to protect
privacy, family life, and cultural and social values, traditions—“the most conservative forces
are in operation.”3 The perception of the factory-made house as a temporary solution has only
been shared by the public and the manufacturers of these buildings. The notion that architecture
should be permanent, enduring, and timeless mitigates against the use of industrial building
materials and methods.
According to Colin Davies, the relationship between architecture and prefabrication has always
been problematic. Until recently, many architects found it difficult to come to terms with the
idea that products of their art might be made in a factory. As Willis points out, architecture
was always allied with craft and thought of as timeless. He also recognizes that craft-based
technologies are, by definition, inefficient because they use inefficient methods of production.
Furthermore, the machine aesthetic subverts the imperfections of hand craftsmanship. After
World War II architects in the U.S. began experimenting with materials and fabrication methods
that incorporated craft-based strategies with industrial materials and production methods. Frank
Lloyd Wright pursued the Usonian;a lower-cost single-family house prototype based on his organic principles. In California, John Entenza synthesized the visions of modern living espoused
in Arts & Architecture through the Case Study Houses.
Frank Lloyd Wright, in his adherence to his organic principles, never fully embraced the machine aesthetic. Wright used technology as a means but not an end. Wright explored the
challenge of creating affordable housing including his Usonian prefabricated houses. His less
well-known projects were some of his last prefabricated kit homes created in 1957 for Marshall
Erdman, owner of a construction company Marshall Erdman & Associates. Wright envisioned
creating affordable, well-designed prefabricated kit houses for $15,000, half the cost of Erdman’s “U-Form-It” kit homes. The house arrived as a kit of parts complete with components
from kitchen cabinets and windows to exterior walls. Everything was included to complete the
house excluding the foundation, heating and plumbing fixtures, electrical wiring, and paint. Despite his prestige and innovation Wright brought to the project, the homes proved too expensive
to produce and were never cost-effective enough to attract lower-income buyers.
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Figure 32_Case Study House #8 | http://www.matchboyscollective.com/the-eames-houseclassics/

Figure 33_Case Study House Interior |
http://www.matchboyscollective.com/theeames-house-classics/

John Entenza, editor of Arts and Architecture, invited eight architects and designers to “propose
a house that offers the best conditions of life to an American middle class family.” The solutions
and materials could draw on old sources or from new innovation, but must be buildable at low
cost while grabbing “hold of the present and future, tame it, and understand it.”16 Industrial
materials were used extensively in the designs of the Case Study Houses. Charles and Ray
Eames created their iconic Case Study House #8 using an innovative home building system
that relied on a standard kit of parts.(Fi While the Case Study Houses never made into mass
market, they influenced a new generation of architects and home buyers to think differently
about the single-family house and modern dwelling.
Inspired by technological advances and challenged by social and economic realities, this thesis
explores the boundaries of not only prefabricated houses but the idea of housing itself. Prefabrication can combine traditional and industrial materials with contemporary aesthetics to
create innovative housing solutions. However, Arieff cautions that if prefabrication clings “to a
formula that fails to address the evolving nature of families, the need for energy efficiency and
environmental sensitivity, and a more modern vernacular style desired by a new generation of
home buyers,” it is bound to fail.33
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Manufactured housing has undoubtedly improved the standard of
living in Central Appalachia compared to the deplorable conditions
that have faced the region historically. Unfortunately, it still remains
troublesome because residents live in homes that are low in value,
nontraditional, outdated, and inadequate for meeting residents’
needs. This is largely because manufactured housing has long
been governed by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) code which preempts all state and local
building codes.
The HUD code is generally based on the performance of the
structure and its components, rather than mandating a prescription
for specific materials. This allows manufacturers to use cheaper
materials that lower costs of purchase, but increase the housing
issues, and poor performance.
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Unfortunately, manufactured homes are still very much
constrained, and have extremely limited options. Most
manufactured homes dealers will have the home pre-built and
then just sell from their available stock. This means that any
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manufactured homes still have the tin-can look of years gone by
and some have been modernized to look almost like a standard
home, but there is little to no room for exterior alterations or
creativity.
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Driven by complex social, political, geographic and
technological factors, the past decade has seen dramatic
changes in the global market environments. Manufacturing
companies have been under pressure to meet conflicting goals
of efficiency and consumer choice. On one hand customers
demand that orders are met faster and at lower cost. On the other,
they are demanding highly customized products with a wide
variety of options. This has led a growing number of economists
and scholars to declare that the paradigm of mass production is
no longer able to satisfy such demands.

Clayton Homes CEO

Beyond the cost burden of manufactured housing, homeowners face the unfortunate reality that
their homes do not generate the same wealth accumulation that other real estate transactions
often provide.(Fig. 35) The act of purchasing a manufactured house is comparable to the
purchase of a car where both depreciate in value once they are driven off the lot. Manufactured
housing purchased from dealers are frequently bought with personal property loans. Purchasing
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Manufactured housing has undoubtedly improved the standard of living in Central Appalachia
compared to the deplorable conditions that have faced the region historically. Unfortunately, it
still remains troublesome because residents live in homes that are low in value, nontraditional,
outdated, and inadequate for meeting residents’ needs. This is largely because manufactured
housing has long been governed by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) code which preempts all state and local building codes. This can also be associated with
living in a rural location because organizations that offer assistance are not easily accessible in
such remote places.
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The HUD code is generally based on the performance of the structure and its components, rather
than mandating a prescription for specific materials. This allows manufacturers to use cheaper
materials that lower costs of purchase, but increase the housing issues, and poor performance.
Many living in manufacture housing experience several potential housing problems that cause
lower housing quality. This may include leaky roof or ceilings, poor plumbing, broken windows,
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infestations,
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cooling. Research shows that structural and quality problems persist in newer manufactured
homes. An AARP survey of recently constructed manufactured homes indicated that 77 percent
- Kevin Clayton of manufactured homeowners reported at least one problem with construction, installation,
Clayton Homes CEO
Largest Homebuilder systems, or appliances with their new homes. The same survey indicated that problems such
as leaks and cracks were most prevalent and occurred more frequently in units costing under
$35,000.
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Manufactured housing is largely absent of local craft which could add to the quality of the home.
Many manufacturers build outside of Central Appalachia and design for the general population
of home buyers. More expensive manufactured housing are adorned with relics borrowed from
distant stylistic precedents including columns, dormers, and inoperable shutters. These are also
cladded with materials meant to resemble the small mountain homes of Appalachia. Despite
its humble origins, these homes have become primarily available to wealthier homeowners.
Most of the housing for lower income residents are long, squat, and indistinguishable from
each other.
The quality of manufactured housing is primarily dependent on its construction and material
cost. This thesis explores options that create similar quality as site built homes, but marginally
effects the initial costs of current manufactured housing.
Site Adaptability
Because housing manufacturers strive to keep an affordable option for homeowners, substantial
costs cuts must be made in certain areas such as construction materials, interior finishes,
etc. This may result in poorer construction quality, durability issues, and low thermal
performance, but the area that is considerable effected the most from budgeting is the site
itself. An underlying issue is that, from levelling to finishing, site development costs money.
The problem that manufactured housing faces is preparing the land, preparing a road in front of
the land if one does not exist, and the connection to utilities including plumbing and electrical.
Their solution has been to provide housing that requires flattening a site large enough to place
the house on top. Connecting the utilities becomes one of the few things that the construction
team will complete onsite, but preparation makes this an easy task. Rarely is a fully enclosed
foundation used except for hiding the chassis underneath the home. This lack of permanence in
the connection to the site is one of the issues people find with manufactured housing becoming
a home.
Another issue that manufactured housing lacks is the response to its surrounding context.
Because of its de-localized system of production, these houses are not built to conform to
conditions of the site including sun\wind orientation. Orientation of these houses are typically
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dictated by the road that they front or the preplaced windows facing a desired view. The long
slender form of current manufactured housing would be highly susceptible to cross ventilation
in areas that allow, yet they are not marketed to do so and therefore is not considered when
orienting the house to the site.
Unfortunately, manufactured housing has largely been restricted to a suburban or rural site,
where land is cheaper. In addition, most of these houses are found to be designed for wider
suburban lots, and do not cater for narrower and deeper urban lots with entry side facing the
street. As a result many families who find themselves only able to afford manufactured housing
are pushed to the suburbs and reliant on a car for transportation.
The site and landscape have largely been ignored during all stages of design and construction
of manufactured housing. This thesis develops a building system that can be adapted for
various site conditions. This will allow for greater adaptability towards a homeowners needs
and integrating passive strategies.
Customization
The largest issue with current manufactured housing is that it only provides undistinguishable
and uninteresting housing units. Unfortunately, manufactured homes are still very much
constrained, and have extremely limited options. Most manufactured homes dealers will
have the home pre-built and then just sell from their available stock. This means that any
customizations made would be done by the owner. Some manufactured homes still have the
tin-can look of years gone by and some have been modernized to look almost like a standard
home, but there is little to no room for exterior alterations or creativity.
The demand for housing after WWII promoted mass producing homes as a viable response.
This caused manufacturers to produce highly similar homes that could build on the efficiency
of repetition. The issue is that since that time many manufacturing companies have continued
to produce in similar ways, having little change in structure or form and only allowing for
variability where they see it to be cost effective.
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troublesome because residents live in homes that are low in value,
nontraditional, outdated, and inadequate for meeting residents’
needs. This is largely because manufactured housing has long
been governed by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) code which preempts all state and local
building codes.
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paradigm of mass production is no longer able to satisfy such demands.

Clayton Homes CEO

Largest Homebuilder

Even Jim Clayton of Clayton Homes, the nation’s biggest homebuilder, recognizes this issue;
“People today expect more customizable options and upgrades when they are looking at housing
options. They are not only focusing on a home that is affordable, but one that fits their personal
wants and needs.” Yet, Clayton Homes provides customers with little variability in form and
floor layouts of their homes, and only provides customizable options with cladding colors,
interior finishes, and amenities.
To address this issue, this thesis is guided by the principle of mass customization. The
methodology of mass customization will allow for larger variability and personalization in the
areas that current manufacturing does not; the exterior cladding and floor layout. Allowing for
flexibility in these areas will allow for a better response towards the owner’s needs and break the
stigma that all manufactured housing is undistinguishable.
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Figure 37_Loblolly House | http://en.wikiarquitectura.com/index.php/Loblolly_House

Kieran Timberlake
This Thesis focuses on the current regional typology of manufactured houses and the use of
pre-fabricated systems in building construction. Because current manufactured homes carry a
stigma of sub-standard living a re-evaluation of current manufacturing methodology is needed.
The current construction methods of the building industry should be modernized rather than
constrained by outdated practices. Two professionals who have discussed and explored
this topic extensively is Stephen Kieran and James Timber-lake. In their book refabricating
ARCHITECTURE, Kieran and Timberlake evaluate the current building prac-tices of architectural
construction comparing it to other industries including automotive, shipbuilding, and aerospace.
KieranTimberlake Associates is an award-winning and internationally recognized architecture
firm noted for its research, innovation and inventive design. Founded in Philadelphia in 1984
by Stephen Kieran, FAIA, and James Timberlake, FAIA, the firm is comprised of fifty-four
professionals. Their work has been described as beautifully crafted, thoughtfully made designs
which are holistically integrated to site, pro-gram and people. The firm espouses a philosophy
of sustainable design, collaborative design, and in-depth research. Their interest in productions
and craft led them to team up with DuPont to develop Smart-wrap, a laminated polymer film that
can support thin interstitial films, including photovoltaics, OLEDs, and polarizing or UV screens.
In their book refabricating ARCHITECTURE the co-authors demonstrate that contemporary
architec-tural construction is a linear process, in both design and construction, where
segregation of intelligence and information is the norm. Following processes of the automotive,
shipbuilding, and aerospace indus-tries shows how to incorporate collective intelligence and
nonhierarchical production structures. These in-dustries have proven to be progressively
economic, efficient, and they yield a higher quality product while the production of buildings
stagnates in the methods and practices of the nineteenth century. Both Kieran and Timberlake
envision the complete integration of design with the craft of assembly supported by various
building professionals including the materials scientist, the product engineer, and the process
engineer.
The assemblage of current building construction, and most manufactured housing for that
matter, is built in a linear fashion, with everything dependent on and waiting for framing to be
complete. Kieran and Timber-lake draw an interesting analogy between this process and the
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Figure 38_Loblolly House Assemblage| http://en.wikiarquitectura.
com/index.php/Loblolly_House

Figure 39_Loblolly House Assemblage| http://en.wikiarquitectura.
com/index.php/Loblolly_House

Figure 40_Loblolly House Facade| http://en.wikiarquitectura.com/
index.php/Loblolly_House

process of making a quilt. When first starting a quilt, a few simple rules about size of pieces and
color are established. The pieces can then be made in any order and assembled in any manner.
This is a similar process to the other manufacturing industries. Various suppliers assemble
smaller “chunks” of the product that are then fully assembled. This process has proven to be
time-efficient and ultimately cost effective.
Kieran Timberlake’s most notable project, the Loblolly house, employs this process to create
an efficient construction method. Prefabricated boxes, which housed the bathrooms and
mechanical rooms, were con-structed in a way which took into account how they would be
shipped, how they would be lifted into place, as well as how they would be attached to the rest
of the structure. Much like the other components, the prefabricated wall panels carried within
its properties, embedded information about its assembly. These walls were informed by the
limitations of shipping; therefore being aware of its parameters became particu-larly useful in
developing the design towards fabrication and assemblage.
Kieran and Timberlake have provided extensive research, and quality examples for the focus of
this thesis. Building on top of their research, this thesis uses similar manufacturing methodology
as guiding principles for the housing design.
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Figure 41_ Jackson Housing Authority | http://www.duvalldecker.com/jackson-housing-authority

Duvall Decker Architects
This thesis focuses on a region and social class that the architectural profession has long ignored. For over a century housing in Central Appalachia has lacked a legacy of regional craft
and form. The region has also been in short supply of craftsmen that provide a higher quality of
services than most building contractors. A reestablishment of craft and form to the region can
be achieved through architectural professionals taking the initiative to do so. The Mississippi
based firm, Duvall Decker Architects, have taken this initiative to create forms and environments
that enrich the lives of those who encounter and inhabit them.
Founded in 1998 by Roy T. Decker and Anne Marie Decker, Duvall Decker Architects strive to
make buildings that people love and are proud of, buildings that endure in material and memory.
Most of their work is sited in Jackson, Mississippi, where they recognized a void, culturally and
architecturally and have worked over the past decade responding to this gap. The firm values
that landform, weather, labor, skill, and materials are integral to the questions of character and
value relevant to the locale in which they operate and the work they produce.
Similar to Central Appalachia, Mississippi’s landscape is integral to the culture. The rolling
pastures, tree farms, and delta landscape make up this largely rural, agricultural state. Owing
to the unstable layers of clay buildings are founded on piles that extend to the deeper layers
of undisturbed clay. If undisturbed, the clay maintains its stability, but once uncovered or
exposed to water, the expansive force can lift massive buildings out of the ground. Building
shape, structure, and details have largely been directed in shedding water. The effort to build
in this environment has fostered impressive structural advancements. The landscape has also
promoted a spatial identity for the region. The firm has studied the surrounding landscape,
and discovered and effective architectural mode that both holds space and makes a stance.
Influenced by the shadow plinth of pasture trees, Duvall Decker develops shadows and spaces
around the perimeter of a building. They also cultivate the shape of the land with mounds,
edges, and shifts to direct the flow of water and establish territorial distinctiveness.
Duvall Decker have noticed the same drop in construction skill in Mississippi as most of Appalachia has experienced. Fewer educational programs for skilled labor is leaving the building
industry with fewer craftsmen. Contractors are generally trained in the business aspects of
construction but lack a broad knowledge of the actual construction process. Most work is done
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Figure 42_ Jackson Housing Authority | http://www.duvalldecker.com/
jackson-housing-authority

Figure 43_ Jackson Housing
Authority | http://www.duvalldecker.
com/jackson-housing-authority

Figure 43_ Jackson Housing Authority | http://www.duvalldecker.
com/jackson-housing-authority

through subcontractors, but while they may have specific knowledge based on their trade, the
labors they employ have little to no knowledge of construction. The general level of construction skill and knowledge has dropped while increases in construction failures have risen. The
firm has developed a simple palette of basic materials including masonry, sheet metal, wood,
extruded and cold-rolled metals, concrete, and glass which all have a history of performance.
Each project provides the opportunity to extend their knowledge of their material palette, pushing the boundaries as they become more comfortable. They have become both students of
construction materials and methods and teachers of basic construction skills. While the firm
is limited in hands-on construction knowledge they strive to teach masons and carpenters to
be quality craftsmen. Although many of the laborers, managers, and foreman they experience
are largely ill-trained, they show a desire to strive for quality work and become proud of what
they do.
Appropriating a similar establishment of craft and form in Central Appalachia will require working through complicated economic, physical, and social constraints. Similar to Duval Decker
it will take an understanding of regional landforms and ecology to reach an appropriate detail
and craft. It will also take limiting a material pallet that is locally sourced or easily obtainable
that offers itself to a quality craftsmanship that can be easily taught and reproduced within the
region. This sensibility for creating local form and craft will add to the legacy of housing in
Central Appalachia.
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Figure 45_EcoMOD South | http://charlottesvillepassivehouse.com/eco-mod-project/

The EcoMOD Project
Sustainable housing design has long been a topic of inquiry for many professionals, yet many
sustainable strategies remains unaffordable to most. The benefits of reduced energy, water,
and maintenance costs associated with environmentally responsible homes typically becomes
a luxury reserved for the wealthy. It is individuals of low-income households, similar to those
in Central Appalachia that can truly benefit from these strategies. Creating an affordable, lowimpact housing unit had been a long time goal for John Quale when he established the ecoMOD
project. The guiding principles for the ecoMOD project, established by students, align with the
goals of this thesis and provides successful examples of affordable and attractive prefabricated
housing.
Established in 2004 at the University of Virginia, ecoMOD has worked with a variety of affordable
housing organizations to create energy efficient and low impact housing units. The project
teams include students and faculty from various disciplines, and collectively they have
designed, built, and evaluated housing units in eight cities. The project engages two types
of design efforts: ecoMOD projects which are newly constructed housing units that employ
prefabricated construction strategies and ecoREMOD projects which focus on regenerating and
adapting historic buildings. Each ecoMOD unit engages the intersection of sustainable design,
affordable housing, and prefabricated construction.
One of the EcoMOD’s most notable projects is ecoMOD South. This initiative was a twoyear effort funded by a grant from the Tobacco Indemnification and Community Revitalization
Commission of the Commonwealth of Virginia (TIC) to develop a commercially viable affordable
housing design that would meet the Passive House Standard. The project design team adapted
the design of the earlier ecoMOD4 design. The ecoMOD South design team partnered with
Southside Outreach in South Boston, People Incorporated in Abingdon, and Cardinal Homes, a
modular homebuilder.
The modules were fabricated just 20 miles from the building site in the Cardinal Homes factory.
Meanwhile, many of the building materials were regionally sourced: the FSC-certified red oak
flooring hails from Abingdon, the bark siding from just south of the Virginia–North Carolina
border, the decking lumber from in-state, and the SIPs and cementitious fiber board siding—
which contains 50 percent flyash recovered from nearby coal-burning power plants—from
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Figure 46_EcoMOD South Interior |
http://charlottesvillepassivehouse.
com/eco-mod-project/

Figure 47_EcoMOD South Interior |
http://charlottesvillepassivehouse.
com/eco-mod-project/

Figure 48_EcoMOD South Interior | http://charlottesvillepassivehouse.com/eco-mod-project/

Georgia. A duplicate of the home is sited next door and built to local building code to serve as
a control unit. The team was able to achieve a very high performance standard in the Passive
House Unit for a very reasonable cost per square foot: $105 per square foot for everything above
the foundation.
EcoMOD is on the verge of redefining what affordable housing means. Its high-performance
modular house could proliferate in the coming years; it can now be licensed to potential
homeowners, developers, affordable housing organizations, and modular home builders. This
initiative directly challenges the current stigma of manufactured homes to be low-quality units
typically indistinguishable from other units in the United States. Similar to the EcoMOD, this
thesis is tied to the belief that some practices within current housing construction can be
accepted, while others must be directly challenged.
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Figure 49_Timber Yard | http://greenoakinitiative.blogspot.com/2015_03_01_archive.html

The Green Oak Initiative
In the spring of 2012 researchers at the University of Tennessee began studying the efficient use
of un-dried oak “heart-centers” as a viable building material. This initiative, termed the “Green
Oak Initiative”, focused on the material being used for a structural building system rather than
its current undervalued use as a pallet cant. Research included students, professors, and consultants from the fields of Architecture, Engineering, Forestry, and Agricultural Sciences. The
collection of research and experiments received up to $105,000 from research grants provided
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in order to pursue a demonstration project
that would both validate green oak “heart-centers” as an acceptable building material, and
demonstrate the goals of the EPA’s People, Prosperity, and the Planet (P3) program. This thesis
both references, and furthers the research of the Green Oak Initiative.
As part of the Green Oak Initiative the research has focused solely on using White Oak. White
Oak is known for its abundance in the Appalachian Region and serves as a desirable furniture
and cabinetry material. The heartwood of the white oak contains extractives, which are toxic
to most decay fungi and some insects which make it favorable for exterior uses such as cladding. For most of the milled hardwood the heartwood is more susceptible to defects lowering
the strength and quality of the wood. The heartwood also increases issues of movement in
the wood as the wood dries. While the wood will marginally shrink longitudinally, it can have
severe movement tangentially. All of these characteristics prove to be a challenge when considering the heartwood as structural members which is why it is rarely used. The components
of the structural system must be oriented strategically to take advantage of the direction of wood
with a higher degree of stability.
Through a series of break tests and other strength tests, students found that the pallet cants are
capable of being used for structural systems. Students in various design studios and seminars explored multiple structural systems and details using both contemporary and traditional
methods of construction. The conclusion of the research found that using a half lap joint with
wooden dowels would prove to be accommodating to the movement in the wood compared to
metal fasteners, and less time consuming to build compared to traditional mortise and tenon
joints. Students also developed a modular system of construction where four pallets were
connected to create a closed looped ‘bent’ using the half lap joints. The bents could vary in
height, but were limited to the dimensions of interstate transportation requirements offering the
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Figure 50_Oak Ridge Lumber Mill
| http://greenoakinitiative.blogspot.
com/2013_10_01_archive.html

Figure 51_Students Assembling |
http://greenoakinitiative.blogspot.
com/2014/01/on-to-next-semester.

Figure 52_Students Fabricating | http://greenoakinitiative.
blogspot.com/2014/01/on-to-next-semester.html

capability for off-site fabrication. The bents could then be arranged on site in any desirable 8’ x
8’ configuration as the building skeleton. Using this systemized construction method students
studied various configurations of the building footprint and envelope through a series of design
studios. This concluded with several single family homes that utilized the bent system.
Using green oak is not the focus of this thesis, but it offers two critically important features to
the thesis: providing a sustainable and efficient use for a currently underutilized resource and
introducing a local craft to the housing industry through the abundance of a locally sourced
material. Using local resources and craft will reinforce the idea of homes being cutlurally
grounded in Central Appalachia
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Guiding Methodology
This thesis explores the power of architecture to raise the standards of dwelling and re-establish
a legacy of indigenous housing in Central Appalachia. As stated earlier, understanding the
legacy of these cultural, economic, and environmental conditions in the region is fundamental
to addressing the future of dwelling in this storied landscape. As manufactured houses have
become a de-facto regional typology, this thesis considers how the role of large-scale, industrially produced, manufactured housing can be adapted to address the various needs particular to
this region. To address the housing conditions in an appropriate and applicable way, this thesis
is grounded by the operating methodology of mass customization that produces variability and
is informed by local craft and traditions.(Fig. 53)
Creating homogenous dwelling units is an unfortunate by-product of manufactured housing;
inflexibility in relation to site and context, the user’s particular needs, and future occupation.
Flexibility is crucial if a house is to adapt to the growing and changing needs of a family. Mass
customization is both a marketing tool and manufacturing technique combining flexibility and
personalization with the low unit costs associated with mass production offering variations at
multiple scales from construction details to large scale configurations of modules or panels. It
provides site- and client-specific responses, and allows homeowners to add on to rather than
replace an existing home. Mass customization also provides the opportunity for modules to be
scaled for urban infill sites.
Craft is the separator that many associate with traditional and manufactured housing. When the
industrial process of manufacturing houses was first adopted it was absent any dialogue with
traditional vernacular processes owing to the culture of homogenization central to manufactured
houses. The building industry assumes global references and universal building materials and
systems, both of which ignore regional resources. Hence in this thesis I re-introduce the role of
regional craft to establish an aesthetic and construction typology that draws references from its
regional context while adopting current techniques and practices of the manufacturing industry.
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Variation + Personalization
As stated before this thesis uses mass customization as a method of providing greater variability
and personalization to manufactured homes in Central Appalachia, breaking the stigma of homogenous manufactured homes. Current manufactured housing only provides small variability
in the form and floor layout of the home and personalization within color of the exterior and finishes of the interior. This thesis addresses these issues with two techniques: Using volumetric
modules and an inter-changeable Panel System
Alistar Gibb’s describes the volumetric modules as “elements that do not complete the building.” The modules are substantially completed off-site by a variation of sub-assemblies. This
would include interior finishes, utilities, casework, and exterior cladding. Once arriving onsite
the modules are assembled, and a small amount of on-site work, including attaching to the
foundation and utilities, is needed. Working with a larger amount of smaller modules than
current manufactured housing will allow for a variation in floorplans that can accommodate a
family’s needs.(Fig. 54)
One of the Sub-assemblies that will complete the building is an interchangeable panel system.
A catalog of panels, which provides several window and door orientation options along with
solid panels, can allow for facade variation for each. The panel is built around dimensions
of typical building components and materials to minimalize material waste. The panel also
includes several cladding options of light-weight materials that are gravity hung and bolted.
This allows for cladding to be easily replaced or interchanged by the family without removing
the entire panel system. (Fig. 55)
Regional Craft + Tradition
To re-introduce regional craft to Central Appalachia this thesis uses an abundant yet underutilized resource of white oak heart centers. Building on top of the research from the Green Oak
Initiative this thesis uses the resource as a structural system for the volumetric modules (Fig
56). From the findings of researching construction methods, it was concluded that the best
method was creating a system that uses traditional timber joints - a half-lap joint - that has a
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forgiving tolerance towards the movement and shrinkage of the green oak cant. The joint can
easily be made and constructed compared to other traditional timber joints, allowing for a lower
skilled worker to be used in construction.(Fig 57)
One of the issues with current manufacturing is that it lacks any variation and personalization
in the façade. This thesis addresses the issue through exploring opportunities of crafting the
façade. A small material pallet of wood and metal is used for the exterior cladding, but with
digital fabrication on the forefront of current construction, mass variation is possible when using a small material pallet. This will allow for a renewed craft of building and construction to be
introduced into the region.
With mass customization this thesis can begin to challenge issues of current manufactured
housing. Providing variation and personalization can raise the standard of dwelling in the region, but it is the regional craft and traditions of building that will culturally ground these
homes. Where variation and personalization overlap with regional craft and tradition a legacy of
housing in Central Appalachia can exist.
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For more than a century Central Appalachia has been dominated by the coal sector. Relying on this mono-economy leaves communities vulnerable to economic shocks. To break this
dependency, the region must work towards diversifying the economic structure. Manufacturing homes within the sub-region could provide this diversity by supporting the development
of manufacturing facilities in the region which could increase employment needs in forestry
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In recent years many mining operations and powerLegacy
plants in Central Appalachia have been
phased out for various reasons, in part owing to cheaper coal production in the Western United
States. Owing to the growth of large machinery through the WWII effort, the coal industry
moved toward using machinery for more efficient production. This ultimately replaced millions
of miners that were previously needed for underground mining. As a result, losses in coal mining earnings and low employment opportunities in these counties has led to increased poverty
and dependence on social welfare programs.

In the last forty years, two styles of economic development have emerged in the Appalachians,
The first, practiced by state and local governments, is highly competitive, and success is meaSEEDLINGS PLANTED ON A 7’ x 7’ GRID PRODUCE
sured by the number of jobs created. Businesses are recruited outside the region and country,
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loans are subsidized, and taxes are forgiven.
Because
many counties
in Central Appalachia are
70% SUCCESS RATE
among the most impoverished in the nation, there are few standardsTREES
for jobs created. Similar
PER ACRE
to coal companies in the 20th century, business who are recruited typically exploit both their
workers and the public.
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TREES CAN BE PRODUCED ON RECLAMAID
In contrast, an alternative strategy, community-based
economic development (CED), is also
MINING SITES IN CENTRAL APPALACHIA
creating jobs in rural and urban areas in the region. Community-based economic development
is a citizen-initiated approach designed to revitalize the local economy and all its citizens, including the most disadvantaged. While CED uses some traditional methods to create business,
it does so with the avowed purpose of achieving social goals as well as economic ones. Thus,
people are at the center of this development. CED strategies are small, achievable, and often
labor intensive, using particular talents and skills of people in the community.
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Although the coal industry is experiencing a downturn in the sub-region it still remains the
TREES CAN
BE PRODUCEDthe
ON RECLAMAID
region’s biggest economic driver. West
Virginia,
nation’s biggest coal producing state, is
MINING SITES IN CENTRAL APPALACHIA
one of the poorest states in the region. Next to coal, the forest industry is the state’s biggest
employer, which provides over a meager 900 jobs. There is no other industry to create a solid
economic base for the state. As we we’ve seen across the nation (Fig. 2) manufacturing cores
have been successful economic drivers in other states. With this in mind this thesis proposes
that creating a housing manufacturing core as a CED in Central Appalachia would provide the
opportunity for economic diversity in which the region lacks currently.
Central Appalachia has an abundance of skilled workers, local craftsman, and artisans. Tapping
into these sources would support the development of a housing manufacturing core in Central
Appalachia. Labor workers that would typically become coal miners learn building techniques
and grow a skilled labor force in the region. Craftsman would have opportunities to use their
specific skills to add a creative and distinct character to the home. A home manufacturing center
could also support the growth of the forest industry in Central Appalachia. Research shows that
over 1.2 million acres of Appalachia experienced mountain top removal, 80 percent of which is
considered Central Appalachia (FN). Many of these sites have no form of post-mining development. One method of reclaiming surface coal mines could be developing tree nurseries (Fig.).
A forestry reclamation approach would ensure reforestation success to these barren sites, but
also greatly add to the current 2 to 1 growth to removal rate of the Appalachia hardwood region.
Manufactured housing can raise the standard of dwelling in Central Appalachia, but it also provides opportunities to solve larger social and cultural issues specific to the region. Developing
a housing manufacturing core could create a stronger economic base for Central Appalachia,
but could also provide a platform for a renewed cultural legacy of creative and hardworking
people.
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PART V_Forming
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Assemblage
Grounded by the guiding methodology previously discussed, this thesis begins by developing
the volumetric module system(Fig. 60) . The modules structural system uses green oak timbers
and is built around the materials structural capabilities and available sizes. Every module is
built at 8’width and 10’ height, only varying between 8’ and 12’ in length. These dimensions
are specific to maintain dimensions of current construction materials to be used including 4’x8’
sheets of OSB and Rigid Insulation; ultimately cutting down material waste.
Wall panels are constructed to dimensions that allow for minimal waste of the OSB sheathing
and rigid insulation. These are constructed to hold all insulation and cladding material and
structural cross members are placed at specific heights for attachments points of the wall
panels. The wall panel utilizes a metal clipping system that can easily be attached to the cladding material that is chosen. Placements of clipping system may vary based on the cladding
material and size, but the construction of the panel allows for this variation. Depending on the
material, Interior finishes may be assembled on site after full construction is complete.
Both the floor and roof are constructed similarly using wood joists for structural support, and
placing full sheets of rigid insulation to the outside of the structural system. Most interior and
exterior finishes can be placed in the factory, but may need completed on site at module attachment points.
The volumetric module system allows for greater benefits both for the home-owner and the
manufacturer. By building a larger amount of modules than current manufactured housing, multiple trade workers can work simultaneously without having to wait for the other. This allows for
a greater time efficient system which will ultimately cut cost. By fitting with in the dimensions
of a tractor trailer, this module system also diminishes the need for large and costly transportation. The main benefit of the modular system will be the variation of form it will provide for the
home owner (Fig. 61).
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Housing Typologies
To demonstrate the capabilities of the volumetric module system, this thesis provides various
housing typologies as examples (Fig. 62 & 63). These housing typologies both respond to site
and the homeowner’s needs. Arbitrary sites and clients are used to show a variation in site
adaptability and client personalization. Because the module system allows for endless form
variation this thesis grounds itself by first exploring various forms using typical architectural
forms. These include the bar shape, the U-shape, the L-shape, and the T-shape. This thesis
explores three various formations of the archetypes and hybrid versions to show the capabilities
of variation and personalization in form.
The first housing typology is “The Swinger.” The home-owner is thought of as a young professional who is single. This informs the design to be efficient in all aspects. The interior layout
builds on the efficiency of an small open floor plan and multi-functional spaces. The exterior
cladding uses sheets of metal that communicate the craft of the prefabricated process. The site
is placed on a sloping terrain which creates the opportunity to use concrete piles as the foundation system. (Fig. 64-69)
The second housing typology is “The Empty Nester.” This is a home build around an aging
couple. The design is informed by the home-owners need for accessible spaces. Each space
within the home is large enough to allow for wheelchair accessibility along with the ability to
entertain guests and family. The façade uses mostly corrugated metal, but allows for personalization with the use of an undulating wood slat system that allows sunlight into the living space.
The site is ultimately a flat site that allows the use of a slab-on-grad foundation.(Fig. 70-75)
The last housing typology is “The Homesteader.” The home is meant for a small family of
4 which dictates the design to be oriented around living spaces. Both the living and dining
spaces sit adjacent to a large outdoor porch. Large windows and multiple access points allow
for greater connection between the exterior and interior living spaces. The site also sits on a
sloping site, but uses a concrete foundation wall for support. This also provides space for a
basement which is a family game room. The exterior cladding is a horizontal wood slat system
showing the variability in cladding systems for all three housing typologies. (Fig. 76-81)
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PART VI_Concluding
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Forward-Thinking
Exploring the issues of current manufactured housing provided this thesis opportunities to regenerate a culture of dwelling in Central Appalachia. By addressing issues of variation and craft
not found in manufactured housing, homes with in the region can become culturally rooted in
the way dwellings were before coal mining affected the region. While this issue of dependency
on manufactured housing is significant to this region it is not unique. The development of this
thesis and the issues it address are applicable to other regions facing similar issues of substandard housing. While this thesis has mostly addressed issues in single family homes in rural
Appalachia, exploring the use of this manufactured system with housing typologies in urban
areas would greatly strengthen its viability.
The role that manufactured housing can have in the cultural shift of dwelling in Central Appalachia led to questioning its ability to change larger social economic issues that the region faces.
An economic driver that is deeply rooted in place, builds on the region’s assets and is bound
to the overall well-being of communities can create the economic diversity that the region currently lacks. Further exploring the implementation of a manufacturing core with in the region
could lead to greater opportunities of economic growth within the region and greatly shift the
Legacy of Central Appalachia.
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